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Context: some reasons for exploring CBDC
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o Emergence of private digital currencies, which could hamper 

o Monetary sovereignty 

o Consumer protection

o Financial stability  

o Declining use of cash in financial transactions 

o An innovative approach to improve financial inclusion 

o Top motivation for many Asia-Pacific economies



Potential benefits of CBDC
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Households

• Efficiency and safety 
in making payments

• Lower transfer fee of 
cross-border 
remittances

• Faster disbursement 
of government’s 
emergency cash 
transfers

Central banks

• Lower cost of cash 
distribution and 
management

• Enhance monetary 
policy effectiveness

• Maintain central 
bank’s relevance in 
monetary system

Economy

• Broader tax base amid 
reduced tax evasion

• Limit illicit financing 
due to trackability

• Support national 
financial innovation

• Foster digitalization of 
an economy
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Where does Asia-Pacific stand on CBDC?



Most Asia-Pacific central banks are at the research stage 
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Research

- Australia (Australia CBDC)
- Azerbaijan
- Bangladesh
- Bhutan
- Fiji
- Georgia
- Hong Kong, China (Hong Kong CBDC)
- Hong Kong, China & Israel
- India
- Indonesia
- Islamic Republic of Iran (Iran CBDC)
- Japan (Stella)
- Lao PDR
- Macao, China
- Malaysia (Malaysia CBDC)
- Nepal
- Pakistan
- Viet Nam

Proof of concept

- Australia (Project Atom)
- Hong Kong, China (LionRock)
- Hong Kong, China & Thailand 
(Itanon-LionRock)
- Islamic Republic of Iran (Crypto-
Rial)
- Japan (Digital yen)
- Kazakhstan
- Malaysia (E-ringgit)
- New Zealand
- Republic of Korea
- Russian Federation
- Taiwan, China
- Thailand (Thailand CBDC)
- Türkiye

Pilot

- China
- France & Singapore

Source: cbdctracker.org



Most CBDCs in Asia-Pacific are planned for the retail

purpose on an intermediated, token-based system

6Source: cbdctracker.org

Retail, 21

Retail & 
wholesale

, 2

Wholesale
, 5

- All 6 CBDCs with available information would use an intermediated architecture 

(payments and real-time transactions are facilitated by commercial banks) 

Planned purpose

Token-
based, 7

Account-
based, 1

Access structure



Examples of dedicated central bank units working on CBDC
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Economy Area of work

Indonesia A new group to study CBDC technology

Hong Kong, China • Fintech Facilitation Office to 
- coordinate joint CBDC project with Bank of Thailand 
- serve as a platform for exchanging fintech ideas 

Republic of Korea • A new unit to study CBDC research and technology
• Task force to review impacts of CBDC on the central bank’s mandate

Singapore Various working groups with participants from financial industry and 
blockchain ecosystem
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Selected policy issues



Exploring CBDC: fundamental policy actions
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Be clear about CBDC objective(s) and examine whether non-CBDC options are available

Consider design choices

Consider legal and regulatory issues

Identify associated risks and mitigation measures

Determine availability of relevant market structure



Policy issues: Legal and governance frameworks
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o Enabling legal frameworks are in not yet in place in many countries

o Central bank laws do not allow issuing currency in a digital format

o Individuals are not permitted to have deposit accounts with a central bank

o Governance frameworks to manage deposits, protect user privacy, and deal 
with cyberattacks

o Revise a central bank’s objectives and functions

o Reorganize internal departments

o Strengthen international technical cooperation 



Policy issues: Need careful CBDC design amid several trade-offs
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How to make CBDC highly secure for users without compromising the ease of use

How to enable offline transactions in areas with limited internet connectivity while 
avoiding counterfeiting

Balance between protecting personal transactions data and monitoring illicit activities

Cost & speed of cross-border payments vs risk of generating more volatile capital flows

Source: Global CBDC Challenge



Policy issue: Getting design features right, such as for 
promoting financial access
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Purpose

Retail

(the public can use)
Wholesale

Claim architecture

Direct

(bypassing banking services)
Indirect

Access
Token-based

(bypassing personal verification)
Account-based



Policy issues: Managing potential risks 
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Policy risk

• Financial disintermediation

• Systematic bank runs amid digital 
flight to safety

• Large deposit outflows to developed 
economies

Operational risk

• Compromised consumer protection 

• Fraud

• Cybersecurity risk

• Damage caused by outsourced firms



Policy issues: Central banks’ actions alone are not enough
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o Ensure speedy, affordable 
internet connection

o Improve digital and 
financial literacy

o Expand the coverage of 
personal identification 
system



Key policy takeaways
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o Examine whether there are non-CBDC options in each country’s context

o CBDC is still an innovative initiative even in developed economies

o Weighing potential benefits against operating costs and risks

o Getting the design attributes right according to national objective(s) of CBDC

o Having in place

o Enabling central bank’s legal and governance frameworks

o Mitigation measures for both policy and operational risks 

o Extensive banking networks

o Stable, affordable internet networks

o Adequate digital and financial literacy 



Thank you!

For more information: 

Economic and Social Survey of Asia and the Pacific 2022: 
Economic Policies for an Inclusive Recovery and Development

www.unescap.org/kp/2022/economic-and-social-survey-asia-and-
pacific-2022 


